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ABSTRACT: We use cryogenic ion trap vibrational spectroscopy in combination
with density functional theory (DFT) to study the adsorption of up to four water
molecules on Al3O4+. The infrared photodissociation spectra of [Al3O4(D2O)1−4]+
are measured in the O−D stretching (3000−2000 cm−1) as well as the ﬁngerprint
spectral region (1300−400 cm−1) and are assigned based on a comparison with
simulated harmonic infrared spectra for global minimum-energy structures
obtained with DFT. We ﬁnd that dissociative water adsorption is favored in all
cases. The unambiguous assignment of the vibrational spectra of these gas phase
model systems allows identifying characteristic spectral regions for O−D and O−H
stretching modes of terminal (μ1) and bridging (μ2) hydroxyl groups in aluminum
oxide/water systems, which sheds new light on controversial assignments for solid Al2O3 phases.

A

water adsorption to be energetically favored over molecular
one, which was supported by computational studies.23−26
Schwarz and co-workers studied the reactivity of the Al2O7+
radical toward water using mass spectrometry,27 whereas
Johnson and Panas28 used density functional theory (DFT)
for calculations on reaction products of AlO(OH) and Al2O3
molecules with up to seven and three water molecules,
respectively.
Here, we focus on the reaction of Al3O4+ with water vapor
under multiple collision conditions at room temperature. The
Al3O4+ cation was chosen because Al is fully oxidized and it has
a closed-shell electronic structure,18 thus avoiding highly
reactive radicals. The vibrational spectra of Al3O4+ with one
up to four adsorbed D2O molecules, obtained by infrared
photodissociation (IRPD) spectroscopy for n ≤ 2 (D2-tag loss)
and infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy for n = 3−4 (predominantly D2O loss), are shown in
Figure 1. Experimental bands are labeled with capital letters and
their positions are summarized in Table S1. The spectra were
measured in the O−D stretching (3000−2000 cm−1) and
ﬁngerprint (1300−400 cm−1) regions. As reference (broken
line in Figure 1) we show the wavenumber for an isolated
decoupled O−D vibration in D2O, calculated as the average
(2730 cm−1) of the symmetric (υS , 2672 cm−1) and
antisymmetric (υAS, 2788 cm−1) O−D stretches of a free
water molecule.29 For alumina surfaces, free terminal and
bridging O−D groups resulting from dissociated water

lumina-based materials are used in many technological
and environmental applications, e.g., as catalysts and
catalyst supports, coatings, abrasives, and nanosensors.1−3 In
these applications the interaction of the alumina surfaces with
water is crucial,4,5 but our molecular-level understanding of
alumina−water interactions is limited, in particular because of
the multiscale nature of the processes involved as well as
diﬃculties in preparing clean surfaces with a well-deﬁned
surface termination. In spite of substantial progress with surface
science techniques such as vibrationally resonant sumfrequency generation (VSF) spectroscopy,6−8 safe assignments
of the multiple bands observed in the O−H stretching region of
diﬀerent aluminas have not yet been achieved. For example for
γ-Al2O3, the assignment9 based on the classical model of
Knözinger and Ratnasamy,10 which distinguishes between
terminal (μ1) hydroxyl groups and hydroxyl groups bridging
two (μ2) or three (μ3) Al ions has been questioned.11
Complementary experimental information on the vibrational
signature of water adsorption can be obtained from studies on
isolated aluminum oxide aggregates in the gas phase. The
advantage of such model studies12,13 on mass-selected gasphase clusters lies in the high experimental selectivity and
sensitivity, the absence of any interfering interactions with their
environment, and in geometric structure information that is
accessible from quantum chemical calculations.
While much spectroscopic work has been performed on bare
aluminum oxide clusters in the gas phase, see e.g. ref14−19 and
references therein, previous experimental studies on their
interaction with water are scarce. Jarrold and co-workers
investigated the reaction of Al3O3− and Al5O4− with water by
anion photoelectron spectroscopy20−22 and found dissociative
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Figure 1. Vibrational spectra and global energy minimum structures of [Al3O4(D2O)n]+ clusters. Selected bond distances are given in pm. For each
system, the top panel shows the experimental spectrum (IRPD for n = 1, 2 and IRMPD for n = 3, 4), whereas the lower panel shows the computed
(B3LYP/TZVPP) harmonic spectrum. Frequencies above 2000 cm−1 have been scaled with the factor 0.9732. The vertical broken line indicates the
average of the experimental band positions of the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of free D2O. Experimental bands are labeled with
capital letters and symbols (see text).

molecules are found between 2803 and 2715 cm−1,30 while
hydrogen-bonded groups are expected around 2640 cm−1
(estimated from the O−H stretch wavenumber of 3590
cm−1).9 In protonated water clusters, free O−D stretching
modes are observed between 2800 and 2650 cm−1, while
hydrogen-bonded O−D stretches are red-shifted and found
below 2575 cm−1.31,32
In the ﬁngerprint region, the observed spectra mainly contain
contributions from Al−O stretching modes (ν) as well Al−O−
D bending and deformation modes (δ) and allow insight into
structural changes of the Al3O4+ substrate cluster upon water
adsorption. The IRPD spectrum of Al3O4+,18 shows absorption
only below 900 cm−1 and its most intense feature, labeled E in
Figure S4, is centered at 871 cm−1. Adsorption of up to two
D2O molecules leads to a blue shift of the highest energy
absorption band E in the ﬁngerprint region from 871 cm−1 (n =
0), over 1023 cm−1 (n = 1) to 1104 cm−1 (n = 2).
Concomitantly, a second intense band (F) appears at slightly
lower energies at 971 cm−1 (n = 1) and 1077 cm−1 (n = 2). Less

intense bands, labeled with G to L, are observed at lower
energies. Adsorption of the third D2O reverses the trend
described for band E and leads to a simpler IR spectrum,
exhibiting similarities to that of n = 0, suggesting similar
structural motifs. Finally, adsorption of the fourth D2O
molecule results in a quasi-continuous absorption from about
1000 down to 500 cm−1 involving bands E−L.
In the O−D stretching region, adsorption of the ﬁrst D2O
molecule is signaled by band A at 2806 cm−1, 76 cm−1 higher
than the reference of an isolated O−D oscillator in D2O (2730
cm−1).29 The position of band A (see Table S1) varies only by
10 cm−1 between n = 1 and n = 4 (2807−2797 cm−1). Upon
adsorption of the second D2O molecule a second free O−D
stretching band is observed at 2651 cm−1 (B), 155 cm−1 to the
red of band A. The separation between bands A and B is
reduced upon addition of the third and fourth D2O molecule.
For n = 4 an intermediate band C is also observed, leading to a
quasi-continuous absorption of the free O−D oscillators
ranging from 2850 to 2650 cm−1. A hydrogen-bonded O−D
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antisymmetric (calc. 2798 cm−1) combination, and are assigned
to the intense band A at 2806 cm−1. The small peak labeled † in
Figure 1 corresponds to excitation of the perturbed D−D
stretching mode of the D2 tag. This mode is IR-forbidden in a
free D2 molecule (2994 cm−1),34 but obtains IR-intensity and is
substantially red-shifted (152 cm−1) due to the polarization
interaction with the ion. Peaks G to I are assigned to Al2−(μ2O) stretching modes. The highest energy bands E and F arise
from the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches involving the
two Al−OD moieties. An in-plane mode of Al3−(μ3-O)
coupled with the Al−O−D bending modes is predicted at
lower energies (515 cm−1) and attributed to peak K at 539
cm−1.
Dissociative adsorption of the second D2O molecule leads to
a planar six-membered ring structure with three terminal OD
groups, each bound to one of the three Al atoms, and one
bridging Al2−(μ2-OD) group (see Figure 1). The terminal O−
D modes calculated at 2801, 2793, and 2791 cm−1 contribute to
a single band (A), which is 6 cm−1 red-shifted with respect to
the corresponding band for n = 1. The bridging μ2-O−D mode
is about 140 cm−1 shifted to lower wavenumbers (2659 cm−1)
and assigned to band B (2651 cm−1). The two IR-active modes
highest in energy in the ﬁngerprint region (calc. 1109 and 1079
cm−1) are all Al2−(μ2-O) stretching modes and assigned to
bands E (1104 cm−1) and F (1077 cm−1). Band G (981 cm−1)
most likely arises from the Al−OD stretch modes. The in-plane
bend of the bridging Al2−(μ2-OD) is calculated at 826 cm−1
(δD) and assigned to band H (819 cm−1), while bands I (694
cm−1) and J (625 cm−1) are assigned to Al2−(μ2-O) stretches
(calc. 689 cm−1, 620 cm−1). Ring deformation modes δ (Al2−
(μ2-OD) out-of-plane motions) are predicted below 500 cm−1.
The lowest energy structure found for n = 3 (C3) is similar to
the C3v structure of n = 0, but contains only 4-fold coordinated
Al-atoms, due to the presence of three terminal hydroxyl
groups. The remaining three D atoms form three bridging (μ2OD) moieties. This high symmetry is reﬂected in the predicted
IR spectrum, which contains only ﬁve IR-active bands. These
are assigned, from high to low energy, to the terminal O−D
stretches (A), bridging μ2-O−D stretches (B), Al−OD
stretches (E), in-plane bends involving predominantly the
bridging Al2−(μ2-OD) groups (F) and the Al3−(μ3-O)
stretches (G).
The n = 4 structure is the ﬁrst that contains an intramolecular
hydrogen bond which leads to additional features in the O−D
stretching region. Bands C (2750 cm−1, calc. 2759 cm−1) and D
(2352 cm−1, calc. 2359 cm−1) in the experimental spectrum are
assigned to the terminal and bridging (μ2) OD groups, which
act as hydrogen-bond acceptor and donor, respectively. Bands
A and B are attributed to stretches of terminal and bridging μ2OD groups, respectively, analogous to the IR spectra of the
smaller clusters. The many bands in the ﬁngerprint region
reﬂect the heterogeneity of the n = 4 structure. The Al2−(μ2-O)
stretching modes (calc. 965, 942, 929, and 739 cm−1) are
assigned to bands E (942 cm−1) and G (743 cm−1). Bands F
(790 cm−1), H (698 cm−1) and partially G (743 cm−1) stem
from the in-plane bending modes of the bridging (μ2-OD)
groups (calc. 794, 768, and 702 cm−1). A shoulder at band F
might result from the hydrogen bonded Al2−(μ2-OD) bending
mode (calc. 852 cm−1). Additional Al2−(μ2-O) modes are
predicted at lower energies (≤650 cm−1) and attributed to the
remaining bands I−L.
The assignment of the reported vibrational spectra allows
identifying characteristic IR absorption regions for diﬀerent

stretching mode is only observed for n = 4, leading to band D
(2352 cm−1), which extends from 2550 down to 2200 cm−1.
Band D appears very broad, typical of a hydrogen-bonded
oscillator.33
To determine the (global) minimum-energy structures of the
clusters we performed DFT calculations. Global optimization
with a genetic algorithm34 was followed by local reﬁnement
with the B3LYP functional35 and a TZVPP basis set.36 The
resulting structures are shown in the right part of Figure 1. The
Al3O4+ ion (Figure 2) has C3v symmetry and consists of a triply

Figure 2. Minimum-energy (B3LYP/TZVPP) structure of Al3O4+ with
distances in pm.

coordinated O atom (μ3-O) capping a six-membered (−Al−
O−)3 ring.18 This structural motif is also found for n = 3,
whereas for n = 1 and 2 the structures are planar.
For all systems the reaction with D2O,
[Al3O4 ]+ + n D2 O → [Al3O4 (D2 O)n ]+

is highly exothermic and exclusively involves dissociative D2O
adsorption. In absolute terms, the adsorption energy per D2O
molecule, ΔE/n, decreases from 437 to 275 kJ/mol with
increasing n. Additional local minimum structures are shown in
Figures S4−S9 of the Supporting Information. The lowest
energy structure containing at least one molecularly adsorbed
D2O molecule for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4 lies 199, 69, 139, and 12 kJ/
mol, respectively, above the global minimum-energy structure.
The simulated IR spectra for the lowest energy isomers are
shown in the lower panels of each system in Figure 1. The
B3LYP/TZVPP wavenumbers and intensities are convoluted
with a Gaussian line-shape function (fwhm: 10 cm−1) to
account for the spectral width of the laser radiation as well as
rotational broadening. The O−D wavenumbers are scaled by
the factor 0.9732, which has been derived as
1

/2 (νs + νas)/1/2 (ωs + ωas)

from the observed fundamentals ν of D2O29 and the calculated
harmonic wavenumbers ω. For the smaller systems (n < 2) the
messenger species used in the experiment has a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the IR spectrum and therefore the calculated spectrum
of the complex containing the messenger species is shown (see
SI for a comparison of all simulated IR spectra). The computed
spectra are in very good agreement with the experimental ones
over both spectral regions probed, which conﬁrms that the
global minimum-energy structures have been found. The
remaining discrepancies are mainly attributed to less eﬃcient
photodissociation at lower photon energies, which lie close to
or even below the dissociation limit of the ion-messenger tag
complex (e.g., band K in the n = 1 spectrum).
Dissociative adsorption of the ﬁrst D2O molecule leads to the
planar bicyclic structure with two terminal OD groups bound to
individual Al atoms (see Figure 1). Their vibrations are weakly
coupled into a symmetric (calc. 2797 cm−1) and an
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to that obtained for isolated O−H versus O−D oscillators
(1.37).31 This yields estimated spectral windows for (free)
terminal and bridging O−H stretching modes of 3820−3800
and 3740−3600 cm−1, respectively. The OH data between
3800 and 3700 cm−1 collected by Knözinger and Ratnasamy10
for diﬀerent alumina phases fall into this region. The IR peaks
at 3742 and 3704 cm−1 reported9 for α-Al2O3 as well as the
broad peak at 3730−3720 cm−1 in the high resolution electron
energy loss spectra (HREELS) of the Al2O3 (0001) surface37
indeed correspond to bridging hydroxyl groups.
In conclusion, the unambiguous assignment for gas phase
model systems of O−D (O−H) stretching wavenumbers to
terminal (μ1) and bridging (μ2) hydroxyl groups in aluminum
oxide/water systems sheds new light on controversial assignments for solid Al2O3 phases. Moreover, the good agreement
between experimental and calculated O−D wavenumbers lends
credit to DFT calculations also for more complex systems.

modes (see Figure S10 of the Supporting Information). The
O−D stretching region extends roughly from 2810 cm−1 down
to 2650 cm−1 and can be grouped into two nonoverlapping
regions. The terminal O−D stretches are found in the narrow
region between 2810 and 2790 cm−1. The bridging μ2-O−D
stretches lie well separated between 2750 and 2650 cm−1. A
hydrogen-bonded O−D stretch is observed further to red,
below 2550 cm−1.
Figure 3 shows the wavenumbers of the OD group as a
function of the formal oxygen charge, and compares the present

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
IRPD experiments are conducted on an ion trap tandem mass
spectrometer described elsewhere.38,39 Aluminum-oxide cation/
water complexes are formed in a dual gas-channel laservaporization source (see Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information).40 The beam of ions passes a 4 mm diameter
skimmer, is then collimated in a buﬀer-gas-ﬁlled radio
frequency (RF) decapole ion-guide, and ions of interest are
selected according to their mass/charge ratio using a quadrupole mass-ﬁlter. The mass-selected beam is focused into a
cryogenically cooled RF ring electrode ion-trap. The trap is
continuously ﬁlled with 1% D2 in He buﬀer gas at a trap
temperature of 13−15 K, which allows for the accumulation
and thermalization of the trapped ions. Inside the ion trap, ions
undergo three-body collisions with the buﬀer gas, which
promote the formation of weakly bound ion−D2 complexes.41
After 199 ms all ions are extracted from the ion trap and
focused in the center of the extraction region of a time-of-ﬂight
(TOF) mass spectrometer, where they are irradiated by an
intense and wavelength-tunable IR laser pulse. When resonant
with a vibrational transition, the parent ions can absorb one (or
more) photon(s), leading to loss of one or more messenger
molecules via intramolecular vibrational predissociation. For
the larger water complexes (n > 2) ion-messenger complex
formation is not eﬃcient and the vibrational spectra are
measured via infrared multiple photon photodissociation
(IRMPD). In this case, multiple dissociation channels are
observed with D2O loss being the most eﬃcient at low energy
ﬂuence followed by the loss of multiple D2O molecules (see
Figures S2 and S3 of the Supporting Information).
The IR free electron laser FHI FEL42 is used as a light source
for the wavelength from 3.3 to 5 μm (IRMPD) and from 8.3 to
23 μm with a bandwidth between 0.3 and 0.6% root-meansquare of the central wavelength. Laser light for IRPD
experiments in the O−D stretch region, from 3.3 to 4 μm, is
produced by an OPO/OPA laser system (Laser Vision)
pumped by a seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite
DLS-8000).43 IR spectra are recorded by averaging over 60
TOF mass spectra per wavelength step. The intensities are
normalized to the total number of parent (Ip) and fragment (IF)
ions, to account for ﬂuctuations in the total ion signal. The
photodissociation cross sections σIRPD and σIRMPD are obtained
as described elsewehere.44

Figure 3. Observed wavenumbers for O−D stretching vibrations of
[Al3O4(D2O)n]+ gas-phase clusters and diﬀerent solid aluminas10,30 as
a function of the formal oxygen charge.

results with the data collected by Knözinger10,30 for diﬀerent
alumina surfaces. The formal oxygen charge is obtained from
the charge of fully reduced oxygen atoms (−2) and the sum of
the electrostatic bond strengths of the adjacent aluminum
atoms/ions. The latter is deﬁned as the cation charge divided
by its coordination number. For a terminal hydroxyl group on a
hexa-coordinated Al3+ ion the formal oxygen charge is −2 + 3/6
= −1.5, whereas on a tetra- and tricoordinated Al3+ ion, as in
the clusters with n = 3 and n = 1, respectively, it is −2 + 3/4 =
−1.25 and −2 + 3/3 = −1.0. For the bridging Al2-(μ2-OD)
group in n = 2 it is −2 + 2 (+3/3) = 0. Figure 3 shows that the
O−D stretching wavenumbers reported for diﬀerent alumina
phases,30 2803−2715 cm−1, are within the same range as our
results for the gas phase [Al3O4(D2O)1−4]+ clusters. Moreover,
our results for the gas phase model systems support the
assignment based on the trend with the formal oxygen charge.
The unambiguous assigment reached for the model systems
provides guidance for understanding O−D stretching vibrations
in more complex alumina systems. For example, only three of
the ﬁve O−D vibrations observed by VSF spectroscopy on an
α-Al2O3 (0001) surface,6 at 2790 ± 3, 2764 ± 5, and 2729 ± 5
cm−1 fall into the range of terminal and bridging O−D groups,
respectively, established by our experiments on gas phase
model systems and previous experiments for alumina surfaces.
The two additional bands, observed by VSF6 spectroscopy at
2910 and 2900 cm−1, are 100 cm−1 outside the range of O−D
wavenumbers established here for surface O−D groups on
alumina, which calls for additional work on this problem.
The results of the present study can also be used to assist the
assignment of O−H stretching modes of diﬀerent aluminum
oxide/water systems. We make use of the empirical wavenumber-scaling factor 1.36 determined for all-H and all-D
isotopologues of the protonated water pentamer, which is close
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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Low energy isomers of Al3O4+ (H2O)n (n = 0−4) are generated
using a genetic algorithm (GA) and employing the BP86
functional45,46 together with a split valence polarized basis set
SVP (Al: 4s3p1d, O: 3s2p1d).36 For each composition 2000
isomers are generated. The ten most stable structures each are
then reoptimized with the B3LYP functional35 and a triple-ζ
plus polarization (TZVPP) basis set (Al: 5s5p3d1f, O:
5s3p2d1f), named “def2” in the Turbomole library.36 There
were no signiﬁcant changes of structures or relative energies on
reoptimization.
As a genetic algorithm the hybrid approach of the dodo
program34,47 is employed. DFT calculations are performed with
the TURBOMOLE 7.1 programs48,49 assuming always a closed
shell electronic structure. IR spectra are computed within the
double harmonic approximation as implemented in TURBOMOLE. Frequencies above 2000 cm−1 were scaled with the
factor 0.9732 to account for anharmonic eﬀects and systematic
errors of the harmonic force constants.
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